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1. Introduction
Based on paper “Innovation, convergence and the role of
regulation in the Netherlands and beyond”,
with Martin Peitz (University of Mannheim)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction
Situation and current developments
Regulatory regimes in a thought exercise
Regulatory challenges
Concluding remarks

Disclaimer: presentation does not contain/represent CPB’s position
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2. Situation and developments
• Convergence
• networks
• services

• Traditional telcos upgrade networks to NGNs, all-IP
• Rollout of new networks
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2. Situation and developments
• Netherlands
•
•
•
•

Incumbent KPN: leading DSL provider
Consolidation among cable operators
Private fiber initiatives
WiFi, WiMAX initiatives

• Outcome?
• 2 national-coverage networks (DSL + cable)
• some pressure from alternative networks + wholesale
network provider and service-based DSL provider

• How should regulatory design accomodate for these
developments?
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3. Thought exercise
Policy goal
•
•

Maximize total surplus, in the long run
subject to constraints
•

Universal service, quality requirements, ...

short run

static efficiency

resources and technologies are
considered to be fixed

welfare
dynamic efficiency
long run

investments and innovation may
lead to improvements and more
variety in technologies and
products
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3. Thought exercise
• Increasing dynamic efficiency may come at the cost of
temporarily decreasing static efficiency
• Inverse U-shaped relationship between competition and
innovation (Aghion et al.)

• Long-term welfare perspective
• Improving a market's capacity to stimulate and use innovations
tends to create more surplus than stimulating competition in the
short run

• In general, policy and regulation should aim at
maximizing dynamic efficiency
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3. Thought exercise

Consider 3 regulatory regimes:

hypothetical

{

I.
II.
III.

Continuation current regime
Broadening of regulation
Overhaul of current
regulation
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3. Thought exercise
Regime I: Continuation

current EC
framework is inclined
towards this scenario

• Access regime
• Regulated access to DSL network (unbundling)
• No regulated access to cable networks

• Competition
• Prices: intense

• Innovation and investments
• Incumbent's incentives to upgrade to VDSL will be harmed,
but it will nevertheless proceed
• Competitors have weak incentives to roll out local networks
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3. Thought exercise
Regime II: Broadening of regulation

unrealistic scenario, but
(in a way) more
consistent than regime I

• Access regime
• Symmetric: unbundling for all networks

• Competition
• Prices: intense

• Innovation and investments
• No distortion due to asymmetric regulation
• Incumbent's incentives to upgrade to VDSL will be harmed,
but it will nevertheless proceed
• Competitors have weak incentives to roll out local networks
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3. Thought exercise
Regime III: Overhaul
• Access regime

tension with EU
regulatory framework?

• Abandoning of mandated unbundling
• Conflicts with European framework
• Wholesale access may be offered at commercial terms

• Competition
• Limited in short run
• More intense and sustainable in long run: All-IP + cable + FTTH
+ Wi-Fi + WiMAX + UMTS + ?

• Innovation and investments
• Existing networks trying to escape from "commodity trap"
• Vertical agreements/integration with applications and content
• Competitors have strong incentives to roll out local networks, or
use more of incumbent’s network at commercial terms
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3. Thought exercise
Regime

Description

I

Continuation of current
regulation

II

III

static efficiency

dynamic efficiency

+

–
(predictable)

+

–
(predictable)

short run: –

0/+
(but less
predictable)

Broadening of regulation

Overhaul: no access
regulation (in presence of
competing networks)

long run: +
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4. Regulatory challenges
1. Consistent and neutral regulation of
converging services, infrastructures and
technologies
2. New role for access regulation
3. Network neutrality and nondiscrimination
4. Interconnection
5. Universal service
6. Institutional environment
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4.1 Consistent, neutral regulation
• Abandon fragmented market definitions
• Markets are connected
• Fragmentation introduces welfare distortions
• Fragmentation ignores convergence of services,
infrastructures and technologies

• Adopt broad market definition
• One that reflects business strategies and market
developments
• Everything is IP traffic in any case
• For example: market for triple-play offerings
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4.2 Access regulation
• Stimulate network investments?
• Mixed track record of ″ladder of investment″ idea
• Very difficult to set correct access price
• Alternatives are emerging (FTTH, UMTS, Wi-Fi, WiMAX)

• Stimulate facilities-based competition
• ″Race of network investments″
• Trigger incumbent and cable operators to invest in upgrading of
networks
• Trigger entrants to roll out local networks
• Empirical support: study by LECG (Sept. 2007)
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4.2 Access regulation
• If feasible, this calls for:
• symmetric regulation
• and possibly: withdrawal of mandatory unbundling

• But first: make country-specific assessment
• How many networks are present?
• Is there effective competition?

• "Usual suspects": countries with high cable penetration
alongside incumbent's network
• But: two networks may not be enough
• If it isn't, first aim at reducing switching costs, eliminating tacit
collusion, interoperability requirements, etc. to increase competition
• Mandatory unbundling should be last resort
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4.3 Network neutrality
• Technology enables networks to discriminate between services
and applications, possibly dependent on value for end-users
• Horizontal differentiation (escape from “commodity trap”)
• Capturing rents from application and service providers

• Are such discriminatory practices harmful for welfare?
• Perhaps not, if competition between networks is sufficiently strong

• Nevertheless:
• Hard to see how network operators can add value for consumers by
acting as “gatekeepers” and by creating “walled gardens”
• One may doubt the ability of networks to develop innovative services
(Odlyzko, 2004), especially if one compares it to the bottom-up,
decentralized innovation facilitated by the open structure of the internet
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5. Concluding remarks
•

In several countries, facilities-based competition is
becoming a viable option
•
•

•

Netherlands
Local access is no longer an essential facility

In some countries, access regulation becomes less
relevant as instrument to stimulate competition by
entrants
•
•
•

Has been useful in infant markets
But markets have matured
Still useful as a threat, to be applied when a new network
monopoly prevails

hugh macleod (gapingvoid.com)
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5. Concluding remarks
• Starting points
• Policy and regulation should aim at maximizing dynamic
efficiency
• Facilities-based competition — if feasible — typically performs
better than access-based competition

• Consequences can be alarming
• Entrants who depend on incumbents' networks
• Cable operators who enjoy comfortable positions due to
asymmetric regulation
• Regulators afraid of seeing incumbents (temporarily)
strengthening their market positions
• Politicians afraid of layoffs in the telecoms sector
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